Citation Capabilities

MAINTENANCE | AVIONICS | PAINT & INTERIOR | PARTS | ACCESSORIES | AOG/MRT | FUEL & RAMP

CONNECT

Jerry Sheetz
Manager of Technical Sales (GJT)
Office 970.683.4852
Cell 970.270.4788

Denise Hildebrand
Senior Technical Sales Manager
Citation & Piaggio (ALN)
Office 618.258.4732
Cell 618.610.8511

Donnie Shealy
Technical Sales Manager (CHA)
Cell 803.319.5109

David Williams
Program Manager
Citation (GJT)
Office 970.243.7500
Cell 970.261.4248

Pat Welch
Service Manager
Cessna (ALN)
Office 618.258.4751
Cell 618.604.7008

Todd Hyatt
Hawker/Citation
Program Manager (CHA)
Cell 407.414.3662

Kevin Hand
Textron Embraer
Technical Sales (ALN)
Office 618.258.4779
Cell 618.823.3062

Larry Marler
Technical Sales Manager (CHA)
Cell 423.598.1578

West Star Aviation offers one-stop service for all your Citation technical needs.

- Textron Aviation Inc. Independent Authorized Service Facility
- FAA Approved, Trained, and Experienced On 500, 600 & 700 Series Citations Including Mustang, CJ Series, Sovereign, Latitude And Citation X At All Locations
- Structural And Systems FAA-DER Engineers On Staff
- FAA-DAR On Staff
- AOG Parts Support
- Component And Accessory Overhaul And Exchange
- Winglet Technology Installation
- Authorized Engine Support
  > Honeywell TFE731 Line Service Center
  > Williams FJ44
- Professionally Trained Technicians On All Models
- Interior, Avionics And Exterior Paint Capabilities

For specific services, models and ratings by location call or visit www.weststaraviation.com for details.

Citation Capabilities

Some locations/models are limited line maintenance (LLM) only.